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INTRODUCTION

The aim of the present work may be bracketed by

a series of disjunctions, In the first place, the question

is not Whether knowledge exists but that precisely is its

nature. Secondly, while the content of the known cannot be

disregarded, still it is to be treated only in the schematic

and incomplete fashion needed to provide a discriminant or

determinant of cognitive acts. Thirdly, the aim is not to

set forth a list of the abstract properties of human know-

ledge but to assist the reader in effecting a personal

appropriation of the concrete, dynamic structure immanent

and recurrently operative in his on cognitional activities.

Fourthly, such an appropriation can occur only gradually,

and so there will be offered, not a sudden account of the

whole of the structure, but a slow assembly of its elements,

relations, alternatives, and implications, Fifthly, the

order of tizi assebly is governed, not by abstract considera—

tions of logical OT metaphysical priority, but by concrete

motives of pedagogical efficacy.

The program, then, is both concrete and practical:,

and the motives for undertaking its execution reside, not

in the realm of easy generalities, but in the difficult

domain of matters of fact, If, at the end of the course, the

reader will be convinced of those facts, much will be achieve 4
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but at the ores elt moment all I can do is to clarify my

intentions by stating my beliefs. I ask, accordingly, about

the nature rather tnan about the existeice of knoelerIve be-

cause in each of us there exist two different kinds of know-

ledge. They are juxtaposed in Cartesian dualism 1-,ith its

rational "Cogito, ergo sum" i and with its unquestioning

extroversion to subt3taetial extension. They are separated

and alienated in the subsequent rationalist and empiricist

philosophies. They are brow:at together again to cancel each

other in Kantian cri.ticism. If these statements approximate

the facts, then the question of human ktcAdelco is not

whether it exists but what precisely are its two diverse

forms and 7:hat are the relations between them. If that is

the relevant question, then any departure from it is, in

the same measure, the misfortune of missing the point. But

whether or not tut is the relevant question, can be settled

only by ure:ertakina an arduous exploratory journey through

the many fields in which men succeed in eaowing or attempt

the task but fail.

Secondly, an account of :knowing cannot disregard

its content, and its content is so extensive that it mocks

encyclopedias and overflows libraries; its content is so

difficult that a man does well devoting his life to master-

ing some part of it; yet even so, its content is incomplete

and subject to further additions, inadequate and subject to

repeated, future revisions. Does it not follow that the

proposed exploratory journey is, not merely arduous, but

impossible? Certainly it would be impossible, at least for

the writer, if an acquaintance with the whole range of

1.0•••n•n• 
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knowledge tore a requisite in the present inquiry. But, in

fact, our priLiLr• concorn is not the known but the knowing.

The known ie (.).-teneive, but the knoring is a recurrent

structure that CCID be investigated sufficiently in a series

of strategically chosen instances. The known is difficult to

master, but in our day competent specialists have labored

to select for serious readers an to present to them in an

adequate fashion the basic components of the various depart-

ments of knowledge. Finally, the known is incomplete and

subject to revision, but oer concern is the knower that will

be the source of the feture additions and revivions.

It will not be amiss to add a few corollaries,
Time,

for nothing 4 disorientates a reader than a failure to state

clearly what a book is not about, Basically, then, this is not

a book on mathematics, nor a book on science, nor a book on

common sense, nor a book on metaphysics; indeed, in a sense,

it is not even n book about kadwledge. On a 
A
i/414MeAs!,* level,

the book co-taina aentences on mathematics, on science, on

common sense, on metaphysics. On a'oeooadery level, the
A

meaning of all these senteeces, their intention and signifi-

cance, are to be grasped only by going beyond the scraps of

mathematics or science or comnon sense or metaphysics to

the dynamic, cognitional structure that is exemplified in

knowing them. On c third level, the dynamic, cognitional

structure to be reached is not the transcendental &a of

Fichtean speculation, nor the abstract pattern of relations

verifiable in To and Dick and Harry, but the personally

appropriated structure of one's own experiencing, one's own

intellic,ent inquiry and insights, one's own critical reflec-

,
(
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tion and judging and deciding. The crucial issue is an

experimental issue, and the experiment will be performed not

publicly but privately. It will consist in one's o•m rational

self-consciousness clearly and distinctly takin=; possession

of itself as rational self-consciousness. Up to that '?ecisive

achievement, all leads. From it, all follows. No one else,

no matter v iat his knowledge or his eloquence, no matter what

his logical rtnor or his persuasiveness, can do it for you.

But though tn act is private, both its antecedents and its

consequents have their public manifestation. The?e ca:i be

long series of marks on paper that Corny ,u qicat e an invitation

to know oiaesclf in the tension of the duality of one's own

knowing; and among such series of marks with an i.nvitatory

meaning the present book would be numbered. :4 o A is i itr„-^atxy i.

secret whether such invitations are helpful or, when helpful.,

accepted.	 'LIter twilight cannot be mistaken for the

summer noonday sun.

In the third place, then, more than all else,

the aim of the book is to issue an invitation to a personal,

decisive act. But the very nature of the act deriands that

it be understood in' itself and in its implications. "hat on

earth is meant by rational self-consciousness? What is meant

by irivitiea it to take possession of itself? y by is such

self-possession said to be so decisive and momentous? The

questions are perfectly legitimate, but the answer cannot be

brief,

However, it is not the answer itself that counts

so much as the manner in which it is read. For the answer

cannot but be written in words; the words cannot but proceed
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from definitions and correletions, analyses and inferences;

yet the whole point of the present arever woeld be missed

if a reader insisted on cl,eluding that I must be engaged in

setting forth lists of abstract properties of human knowing.

The present work is not to be read as though it described

some distant region of tae globe, vhich the reader never

visited, or some strange and mystical experience, which the

reader never sered. It is an account of knowledge. Though

I cannot recall to each reader his personal experien4 he

Can do so for himself ani thereby pluck my general 0,1rases
eee,

from the dim world of thought toi.the pulsing flow of life.

Again, in such fields as mathemetics and natural science,

it is possible to delineate eith some accuracy the precise

content of a peJoise insight; but the point ,t.pithe delinea-

tion is not to provide the reader with a :tream of words

that he can rep)at to others or with a set of terms and

relations from which he can proceed to draw ieferences and

prove conclusions. On tne contrary, the point herepas else-

where, is approprietion; the point is to discover, to identify

to become faliliar with the activities of one's ovn i,Itelli-

gence; the point is to bomme able to discrimieate with ease

and from personal conviction beteeon one's purely intellectual

activities and the meeifold of other, "existential" concerns

that invade and mix and blend with the operations of in-

tellect to reader it ambivalent and its pronouncements am-

biguous.

At this juncture, however, many a potential

reader will expostulate. The illustrations offered in the

;
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first five chapters do not lie within the orbit of his

interests. Intelligmace aryl reasonableness are marks common

to all instances ofiloas  saeiens. But my initial concentra-

tion on mathematics and natural science seemsunduly to

narrow the effective range of the invitation that I issue

to an appropriation of mess oen rational self-consciousness,

Perhaps an explanation of the motives that guided

my decision in nis matter rill serve, not only to explain

my procedure, but also to enable each reader to estimate for

himself the measure in thiah the earlier chapters have to

be understood if he is to be In a position to profit from

the book as a whole, In the first place, it is essential

that the notion of insight, of the accumulation of insights,

of higher viewpoints, and of their heuristic significance

and implications, not only should be grasped clearly and

distinctly but also, in so far as possible, should be iden-

tified in one's orn personal intellectual experience. The

precise nature of such an identification will be clarified

in the chapter on Self-affirmation for, as seems clear, it

is both easy and connon to conceive introspection and in-

tellectual experience in a fashion that, when submitted to

scrutiny, proves to be meaningless. Still, if that account

of our awareness of the levels of consciousness is to be .

intelligible, it Ilas to be preceded by a grasp, both precise

and firm, of the successive types of activity that serve to

mark and to define the successive levels of consciousness.

rn turn, if one's apprehension of those activities is to be

clear and distinct, then one must prefer the fields of in-

tellectual endeavor ire which the greatest care is devoted to
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exactitude and, in fact, the greatest exactitude is attained.

For this reason, then, I have felt obliged to begin my

account of insight and its expansion Tith m;sthematical and

scientific illustrations and, rhile I would grant that

essentially the same activities can be illustrated from the

ordinary use of intelligence that is nwled common sense, I

also must submit that it would be impossible for common sense

to grasp and say what precisely comsion sense happens to

illustrate.

But further considerations are no less operative.

For the pres ent enterprise is concerned to unravel an al-

biguity anl to e]iminate an ambivalence. Ct. Augustine of

Hippo narra0,s that it took hil years to make the discovery

that the name, real, might have a different connotation from

the name, body. Or, to bring the point nearer home, one

might say that it has taken modern science four centuries

to make the discovery that the objects of its inquiry need

not be imaginable entities moving through imaginable pro-

cesses in an imaginable space-time. The fact that a Plato

attempted to communicate t!irough his dialogues, the fact

that an Augustine eventually learnt from the writers whom,

rather generally, he refers to as Platonists, has lost its

antique flavor ad its apparent irrelevance to the modern

mind. Even before anstein and heisenberg it was clear

enough that the world described by scientists was strangely

different from the world depicted by artists and inhabited

by men of comlsort sense. But it was left to twentieth century

physicists to envisage the possibility that the objects of

)
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their science were to be reached only by severing the

umbilical cord th. . t tied them to the maternal imagination

of man.

As the reader will have divined, the relevance

of mathematics and mathematical physics to the present in-

vestigation is not only the transference of their clarity

and precision to the account of insi;;rit but also the signifi-

cance of the transition from the old mechanism to relativity

and from the old determinism to statistical lays. In earlier

periods the thinker that would come to grips with his think-

ing could be aided by the dialogues of Plato and, on a more

recondite level, he could appeal to what M. Gilson would

cell the experiment of history in ancient, medieval, and

modern philosophy. But today there are at his disposal both

the exactitude anl the impressive scale of a complementary

historical :xp:eri . ;ient that began e i{.h the blen'ing of scien-

tific princi:des and ph .losophic assnnptions in Galileo and

has ended with their sharp segregation in our ovn day. That

a Plato labored to connunica .te through the effort in appro-

priation of his artistic dialogues, what the intelligence of

an Augustine only slowly matered in the throes of a

religious conversion, lehet led a Descartes to a method of
a

universal doubt and prompted^Kant to undertake a critique

of Pure Reason, has cast a shadow, no less momentous but

far more sharply defined, in the realm of exact science.
+.w

ClearlyVi,^tte 	 isle 'ftsbiii	 ' a contemporary effort

to resolve the duality in mans s knowledge & to ignore, if

not the most striking, at least the most precise element in
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the evidence available on the issue.

But there is also a third purpose that I hope

to achieve through an appropriation of the modes of scien-

tific thought. For such thought is methodical and the

scientist pins his faith, not on this or that scientific

system or conclusion, but on the validity of scientific

method itself. But what ultimately is the nature and ground

of method but a reflective grasp and specialized applica-

tion of the object of our inceiry, namely, of the dynamic

structure immanent and recurrently operative in human cogni-

tional activity? It follows that empirical science as

methodical not merely offers a clue for the discovery but

also exhibits concrete instances for the examination of

the larger, multiform dynamism that we are seeking to explore.

Accordingly, it will be from the structural and dynamic

features of scientific method that we shall approach and

attempt to cast into the unity of a single perspective

such apparently diverse elements as I) Plato's point in

asking how the inquirer recognizes truth when he reaches

what, as an inquirer, he did not know, 2) the intellectual-

ist (though not the conceptualist) meaning of the abstrac-

tion of form from material conditions, 3) the psychological

manifestat ton of Aquinas' natural desire to know God by his

essence, 4) 1,...;iat Descartes was struggling to convey in his

incomplete hegulae ad direction= in_geali, 5) what Kant con-

ceived as a Priori synthesis, and 6) what is named the final-

ity of intellect in J. liar6challs vast labor on Le Polult
fr

de Vpart de la Acitaphysiata„

I have boon insisting on the gravity of the

0 )
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motives that led me to begin this essay in aid of self-

appropriation with a scrutiny of methomatical physics. But

if I am to avoid over*statement, I must hasten to add that

the significance of the scrutiny is, so to speak, psycho-

logical rather than lcical. For the present work falls into

two parts. In the first part, insinht is studied as an

activity, as an 1.!ent that occurs within various patterns

of other related. events, In the secood part, insiht is

studied as knowledge, as an event that, under determinate

conditions, reveals a universe of being. The first part

deals with the question, Mat is hannening when we are

knowing? The second part moves to the questions rhat is

known when that is happening? Tore there no psychological

problems the first part could be reduced to sets of defini-

tions and clarifications for, from a logical viewpoint, the

first judgment that occurs in the whole work is the judgment

of self-affirmation in the eleventh chapter, But the hard

fact is that the psychological problem exists, that there

exist in an two diverse kinds of knowing, that they exist

without differentiation and in an ambivalent confusion until

they are distinpelLshed explicitly and the implications of

the distinction are drawn explicitly. The hard fact is that

the personal p17cho1ogical problem cannot be solved by the

ordinary procedure of affirming the propositions that are

true and denying the propositions that are false, for the

true meaning of the true propositions always tendsto be mis-

apprehended by a consciousness that has not yet discovered

Its need of discovering what an Augustine took years and
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modern science centuries to discover.

It remains that something be said on the last

two of the five disjunctions by which we proposed to bracket

the aim of this book. As has beenAsoe44, we are concerned not

with the existence of knowledge but with its nature, not

with what is known but with the structure of the knowing,

not with the abstract properties of cognitional process but

with a personal appropriation of one's own dynamic and re-

currently operative structure of cognitional activity. There

is now to bi) explained the fourth disjunction, for the labor

of self-aperonriation cannot occur at a single leap, Essent-

ially, it is a development of the subject and in the subject

and, like all development, it can be solid and fruitful only

by being painsetakine and slow.

Now it would be absurd to offer to aid a proceis

of development and yet write as thoegh the whole development

were already an accomplished fact, A teacher of geometry may

be convinced that the whole of Euclid is contained in the

theory of the a-dimensional manifold of any curvature. But

he does not conclude that Euclid is to be omitted from the

High School program and that his pupils should begin from

the tensor calculus. For even though Euclid is a particular

case, still it is the particular case that alone gives access

to the general case. And even though i;uclidean propositions

call for qualf.fication when the nore general context is

reached,	 an effective teacher does not distract his

pupils with qualifications they will understand only vaguely,

when it is his business to herd them, as best he can, across

the Igns asinum.
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In similar fashion this book is written, not

from above downwards, but from below upwards • Any coherent

set of statements can be divided into definitions, postulates,

and conclusions. But it does not follow that between the

covers of a single book there must be a single coherent set

of statements. For the single book may be written from a

moving viewpoint, and then it will contain, not a single set

of coherent statements, but a sequence of related sets of

coherent statements. Moreover, as is clear, a book designed

to aid a development must be written from a moving viewpoint.

It cannot begin by presupposing that a reader can assimilate

at a stroke what can be attained only at the term of a pro-

longed and arduous effort. On the contrary, it must begin

from a minimal viewpoint and a minimal context; it will ex-

ploit that ninirnum to raise a further question that enlarges

the viewpoint ale t le context; it will proceed with the

enlarged viewpoint and context only as long as is necessary

to raise still deeper issues that again transform the basis

and the terms of reference of the inquiry; and clearly, this

device can be repeated not merely once or twice but as often

ae may be required to reach the universal viewpoint and the

completely concrete context that embraces every aspect of

reality.

Hoover, if this procedure alone is adapted to

the aim of the present work, I must beg to stress, once and

for all, that its implications are not to be overlooked.

If Spinoza vvrote his Ethics in what, in his day, was thought

to be the geometric style, it is not to be inferred that

I am endeavoring to walk in his footsteps, that I never
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heard of GOdells theorem, that I am not operating from a

moving view-point that successively sets up contexts only

to go beyond them. If the inference is not to be made, the

further implications of such aa inference are not to be

assumed. The premises from mhich my on position can be

deduced are not complete in the first section of the first

chapter when a brief description endeavors to fix the mean-

ing of the name, insight, The context is enlerged but not

completed when a study of mathoNatical development makes the

notion of insight more precise. There is the broader con-
e;

text of a rafleematized vorld of events that has appeared by
6

the end o the fifth chapter, but it has to be included

within the still fuller context of the world of common sense

to be depicted in chapters six aid seven. The eighth chapter

adds things, which, though previously disregarded, never were

denied. Tho ninth and tenth chapters add reflection and

judgment, which neither were excluded from earlier considera-

tions nor, on the other hand, were they capable of making a

systematic entry, In the eleventh chapter there occurs the

first judgment of self-affirmation but only in the twelfth

chapter is it advanced that that judgment is knowledge and

only in the thirteenth is it explained in what sense such

knowledge is to be named objective. The four chapters on

metaphysics follow to-sweep all that has been seen into the

unity of a larger perspective, only to undergo a similar

fate, first, in ithe account of general transcendent know-

ledge and, areain, in the approach to special transcendent

knowledge,

Clearly, then, if anyone were to offer to express
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MY meaning within a briefer compass than have been able to

attain, he must bear in mind that earlier statements are to

be qualifloi ani ',Lnterproted in the light of later statements,

Nov i tis all. For already it has been pointed

out that the present work is concerned with the known only

in the schematic and incomplete fashion that is needed to

clarify the nature and affirm the existence of different

departments of knowing, This extremely general qualification

has to be combined with the qualification of earlier state—

ments by later end, I sagest, the combination can be effected

systematically in the followinf:; manner.

GOdells theerem is to the effect that any set

of defleitionF; and potul;Ates gives rise to further questionse.

that cannot be answered on the basis of .he definitions and

pmAulates. Consider, then, a series of fsets of definitions

and postulates, say P, QA RA,... such that, if P is assumed,

there arise :luestions that can be answered only by assuming

Q, if Q is assued, there arise questions that can be answer—

ed only by assuling E, anl so forth. Then besides the success-

ive lwer contaxts, P„ Q, RA	 there also is the upper
S.

context in which Godells theorem is expressed, Moreover, in-

asmuch as the theorem is quite general, the upper context is

Independent of the content of any particular contexts such

as, P, Q, Rt... Finally, since there is no last, lower con—

text that is definitive, since R will demand a context So

and S a context To and T a context Up and so on indefinitely,

the really significant context is the upper context; all

lover contexts, Po Q, D0 Ss TA UA,41 • . are provisional; and

they attain a definitive significance only in the measure
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that they give access to the upper context,

Nov let us go beyond Ccidells theorem, not in the

direction of greater abstractness, but in the direction of

greater concreteness, and not to greater concreteness on the

side of the object Hilda is vast and difficult and open to

further adJit:n)ns and revisions) but to greater concreteness

on the sine o	 uhjoct, Besides th3n4ma or intentio 

intellta or rens4e pons6e, illustrated by the lower contexts,

Ps Qs	 and by the upper context that is Godelfs theorem,

there also is the n4siq or intentio intendens or reens4e,

Pensante that is constituted by the very activity of inquir-

ing and reflecting, understanding and affirming, asking fur-

ther questions and reachlne; further answers. Let us say that

this noetic activity is engaged in a lower context when it

is doing mathematics or following scientific method or exer-

cising common sense. Then it will be moving towards an upper

context when it scrutinizes mathematics or science or common

sense in order to grasp the nature of noatic activity. And

if it comes to understand and affirm what it\-447,44...andei.r-
te4n 0.10.e,nnnie,n„),

st-tuAci--41,a,f-;AP4i, then it has reached an upper context that
A

logically is in:Ipenlent of the scaffolding of mathematics,

science, ;:in.1 clm:on sense, Moreover, if it can be shoyn that

the upper context is invariant, that any attempt to revise

it can be legitimate only if the hypothetical reviser refutes

his own attempt by invoking experience, understanding, and
oive

reflection in,,tel.le already prescribed manner, then it will

appear that, while the no/e'Ma or intqntio intenta or Penh

Pensi5e may alrays be expressed with greater accuracy and
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completeness, still the immanent and recurrently operative

structure of the nple'si,p or ioluallp_lalaligul or pens4!

Vensant& must always be ono and the same.

In other rords, not only are we writing from a

moving viewpoint but also v;.1 lite writing about a moving

viewpoint. Not only are earlier statements to be qualified

by later statements, but also the later qualification is to

the effect that earlier statements tend to be more scaffold-

Ing that can be 'subjected to endless revision without imply-

ing the necessity of any revision of one's appropriation of

coets own intollectual an-cl rational self-consciousness.

In the fifth place, to turn to the final disjunc-

tion, the order in ';,nich the moving viewpoint assembles the

elements for an appropriation of one's own intellectual and

rational self-consciousaess is governed, not by considera»

tions of logical or metaphysical priority, but by considera-

tions of pedagogical efficacy.

Now this fifth disjunction would be superfluous

it I could not anticipate that among potential readers there

might be men already in possession of a logical or a meta-

physical scheme of things. Accordinfly, though it will be

the constant rule of the present work to deal with issues

in their proper generality and at their proper place and time,

it seems necessary to depart for a moment from that rule to

envisage some of the points on which logicians or metaphysic-

ians are going to find it obvious that on their already

established criteria, I must be utterly on the wrong track.

ewoo fttO	 a -1 "SailM

thirOsaatfeli 41a-s--tratia_saids—the----a-reuttrent-43-t o movd Ntirragh

0	 't
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From a loeical viewpoint it mieht seem that onough

hao been paid, but two potato Taorit opecial attontion. In the
reader

comma of C'hartor XIV or, at loant, by Chapter XVII the 7iil bo

able to hold in a ninelo coherent view the totrelity of' contradictory

positionn on knowledco, objeotivity, and reality. But such a per-

apective in dialectical or mota*loeical. It ormnot be produced by

the locical arts of definition, ponte7atien, and inforonco. It can

bo rrdirvs,..,ocl by a book only in co far no there AD a communication of

inoichtn that in come remote fachlon to aneloecue to the evocation

of imae.os or to the succention of foolinco. nonce, particularly

in onr firnt ton chapters which deal with the conoola of eoncopto

and judcnents, of torso and proponitiono, the only poseible vehicle

for the eneentiel content of our ane,3.ynis in a. prolorical and even.

eroconcoptual moe of communication.

G000ndly, oer coal in insieht Lnto insicht and that

coal in reechod leant:rich as the ineicht. that La nought rines upon

a cliff.s.erontiated Gorton of illustrative inciehts. But the illus-

trative innighto have to be elementary. 10 oetnnot reproduce whole

troatinos and, if wo could and did, we should do 'oat our purpose.

Nonce, our illuctrtionn have to be nireplo incichts &Dripped from

thole, context of furf‘lecr complomontary incirletn that correct, qualify

0	 adjust, and refine. Now ouch otrippinG will pain opocialist readers.

If they 1:11E30 our point entirely, it may evon convince them that

innicht itsolf to an ouporficial as our illuntrations. However,

opocialinta Inve in their own meersteneinc to romedy for their

pain, for they alwayo can brinc, to lleht the compleraentary ineichts

by anleine themoolvoo Az our illustration are unoatiefactory. More..

over, if they do so, they can advance rapidly towards an incicht

into inehlit whre, if they merely CrIvnble tint Vein not of words

to wronc, and that not mialoading, they rink encouraging an overaiatt

of insi ht and oven a flieht from undorstandizig•
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To turn from locieal to raQtsPhtoiaai ooneidoratione

in to envisage a quite different circle of ?')o3oisJ7 -o r®adora.

Amox; contCmo rn.ry "c'lo".actl,ce there in a  c,roR•d n.crvomont on

motaphy:sicn.l 1rcue€r t1i1d, at the nr!.to t1nQ, a titan etroncl,q'

oox.tre.cti.n€; divorronce on episteia.ol_or:9.ca1 questl.one. Thig

disparity may lend my work an aprrr ►.rance of tin,onc-hoe.dod.noas

for instead of at .:oac111rc what in c?oubtful from ttlir.+,t is

o,drttrod I hecin. from Io?oulodsa and reach mata,uhyoica only as

a conclusion,

Still, if a.prearanceo are aGaitirr4t me, the faote

aro not. In the three aontllt.icwo since D000artes and, Pax+ticulariy,

in tho cent..?ry and a half since Kant, mAthar timo nor effort

has boon l.actinG to work out a mei:•r.!p:ryn3.ca,3.l.y inspired opiatem"-

oloGy; and if the ro3twl to of all that labor have not boon

snit entirely sa,ti n."act.ory ' one does not have to go far to

find t'a,o r^eaeon. For till 1 ::road c!greelmont of Scholastics within

, 11c fleld of m;:l .n}`h;rr.ics is deceptive, One has only to acratoh

theeurfaco to brinG to li ; ht not only between achoolo tut also

within then numerous, profornd, and far-reaohin3 differences,

Such di,''fervnce© partly n.l'e aclrnotrz ed ,:od. openly in rancoa of

disputed questions that down the centuries have revealed

their intvactab'lonosn; and beyond such overt issues there are

the covert onos that cry for inveetiGa.t2on yet cannot be

attaolHQd al?.doesefully until the dinruted questions are cleared

away. In Uriof, the scandal of hopOleac dina.GreorrFont amore

. phi1 o©ophorg conerally in mirxemsd mirrored on a smaller seals

amonr Schotaatt ScholP,e ŪiGa and i even if ono is not roctly to

cran.t that a detached and nenotratinG study of cor,;nit3.ona1

issues alono offers the Z:Troopeot of a systematic solution
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at least one can hardly maintain that no attempt whatever in

to be made in that direotiOn•

To conelune, our aim regards 1) not the fact of

knowledge but a diecrtmination between two facts of knowledge,

2) not the details of thn Pnown but the stmeture of the

knowing, 3) not the Icowinc, no an object characterized by

catalocues of abstract pronertios but t;le appropriation of

one's own intelleetura and rational self-eansciousnoss,

441 not a sudden leap to appropriation but a slow and painstaking

dsvolopment, and 5) not vt, development InCieri.ted by appealimg

tor.thenloBic

either to the logio of thn as yet unknown goal or

(Note for printers Follow on page 29 (ink top right-hand corner)

Page 28 should have been deleted,)
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to a presupposed and as yet unexplained ontologically

structured metaphysics, but a development that can begin

in any sufficiently cultured consciousness, that expands in

virtue of the dynamic tendencies of that consciousness it-

self, and that heads through an understanding of all under-

standing to a basic understanding of all that can be under-

stood.

The last phrase has the ring of a slogan and,

happily enough, it sums up the positive content of this

work. Thoroaahly nniarstand what it is to understand, and

not only will you uaaerstand tno broad line of all there

is to be understood but also YOU vill possees a fixed base,

an thvarkant _puttmrti, oaeaina upon all further developments

of nnderstaa4ing.

For the appropriation of one's oWn rational self-

consciousness, which haa been so stressed in this Intro-

duction, is not an end in itself but rather a beginning. rt

is a necessary beginning, for unless one breaks the duality

in one's knowing, one doubts that understanding correctly is

knowing. Under the pressure of that doubt, either one will

sink into the bog of a knowing that is without understanding,

or else one will cling to understanding but sacrifice knowing

aa the altar of an immanentism, an idealism, a relativism,

From the hoans of that dilemma one escapes only through the

discovery (and one has not made it yet if one has no clear

memory of its atartling strangeness) that there are two quite

different realisms, that tnere is an incoherent realism,

half animal and half human, that poses as a half-way house

between materialism and idealism and on the other hand,

0
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that there is ah intelligent and reasonable realism between

which and materialism the half-way house is idealism.

The balainning, then, not only is self-knovaedge

and self-appropriation but also a criterion of the real.

If to convince oneself that knoting is understanding, one

ascertains that kwaing mathematics is understanding and

knowing science is understanding and the knowledge of common

sense is understanding, one ends up not only with a detailed

account of understanding but also with a plan of what there

is to be known. The many sciences lose their isolation from

one another; the chasm between science and common sense is

bridged; the structure of the universe proportionate to

man's intellect is revealed; and as that revealed structure

provides an object for a metaphysics, so the initial self-

criticism provides a method for explaining how metaehysical

and anti-mataphysleal affirmations arise, for selecting those

that are corr3ct, aad for eliminating those that patently

spring from a lack of accurate self-knowledge. Further, as

a metaphysics is derived from the known structure of one's

knowing, so an ethics results from knowledge of the corn -

pound structure of one's knowing and doing; and as the meta-

physics, so too the ethics prolongs the initial self-

criticism into an explanation of the origin of all ethical

positions and into a criterion for pasning judgrIent on each

of them. Nor is this all. atill further questions press upon

one. They might be ianored if kncraing were not understanding

or if understanding were compatible with the' obscurantism

that arbitrarily brushes questions aside. But knowing is  

C 0
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understanding, and understanding is incompatible with the

obscurantism that arbitrarily brushes questions aside. The

issue of transcendent knowledge has to be faced. Can man

know more than the intelligibility immanent in th world

of possible experience? If he can, how can he coliceive it?

If he can conceive it, how can he affirm it? If he can

affirm it, how can he reconcile that affirmation with the

evil that tortures too many human bodies, darkens too many

human minds, hardens too many human hearts? Such are the

questions of the last two chapters, but further comment on

the answers offered there will be more intelligible in an

Epilogue than in an Introduction.

As the reader shortly will discover, this is not

an erudite work. Prior to all writing of history, prior to

all interpretation of other minds, there is the self-scrutiny

CO the historian, thr3 self-knowledge of the interpreter.

That prior task is my concern. It is a concern that has its

origins and background, its dependenees and affiliations;

they might be worth recounting: but they would be worth

recounting only because of the worth of the prior concern;

and they would be interpreted correctly only if the prior

concern were successful in accomplishing the prior task.

So it is that my references are few and un-

essential. In the analysis of empirical science I thought

that it would be helpful to select a single book in which

a reader could find an account of topics that arose; for

this reason, then, and without any intention of suggesting

some unique authoritativeness I regularly refer to Lindsay

and Margenauls frIquently reprinted Foundations nf Physins.
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Again, scattered throughout the work, there occur bold

statements oa *le views of various thinkers. May I express

the hope that they will not cause too much annoyance. As

the lengthy discussion of the truth of interpretation in

Chapter XVII will reveal, they can hardly pretend to be

verdicts issued by the court of hietorY, 'whose processes

labor under much lorteer delays than the worst of the courts

of law. Their primary significance is simply that of an

abbreviated mode of speech that has a fair chance of communi-

'eating rapidly what otherwise could hardly be sail at all,

And, perhaps, to that primary meanine there coull be added

a sugeestion that, in the measure that the principles of

this worTe are accepted, the sieeificance that we happen to

have underlined may provide a starting-point for further

inquiry,	
La

In tha Introduction Ad his Treatise on Human 

Nature, David iiteno wrote that one does not conquer a terri-

tory by taking here an outapost anei there a torn or village

but by marching directly upon the caeital and assaulting

its citadel, Still, correct strategy is one thing: success-

ful execution is another; and even after the most successful

campaign there relains a prolonged task of mopping up, of

organization, and of consolidation. If I may be saneuine

enough to believe that I have hit upon a set of ideas of

fundamental importance, I cannot but acknowledge that I do

not possess the resources to give a faultless display of

their implications in the wide variety of fields in which

they are relevant, / can but make the contribution of a

single man and then hope that others, sensitive to the
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same problems, will find that my efforts shorten their

on labor arid that my conclusions provide a base for

further developments.
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Insight: Elements.

In the midst of that vast and profound stirring
of human minds, which we name the Renaissance, Descartes was
convinced that too many people felt it beneath them to direct
their efforts to apparently triflinn; problems. Aain and again,
in his Regulae ad rlirectionem inrzenii, he reverts to this theme.
Intellectual mnstery of mathe-latics, of the dep,artments of science,
of philosophy, is the togsweawCsmes610 fruit of a slow and
steady accumul-tion of little insirhts. Great Problems are
solved by being broken down into little problems. The strokes
of genius are but the outcome of a continuous habit of inquiry
that :gasps clearly and distinctly all that is involved in guar
the simple things that anyone can undersLand.

I thoight it well to begin by recalling this
conviction of a famous mathematician and philosopher for our
first task will be to attain familinrity  with k what is meant
by insight and the only way to achieve this and is, it seems,
to at:And very closely to a sories of instances all of which
are rather remarkable for their banality.
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A D-rtvw—Lt.t, (A‘..2.64, Le.
1.fs	 Our first illustrative instance of insight will
be the story of Archimedes rushinr, naked from the baths of
Syracuse with the cryptic cry, Eureka! King Hiero, it seems,
had had a votiue crown fashioned by a smith of rare skill and
doubtful honesty. He wished to know whether or not baser metals
had been added to the s7old. Archimedes was set the problem
and in the bath had hit upon the solution. Weiqqa the crown in
water! Implicit in this directive 'ere the principles of
displacement and of specific gravity.

With those principles of hydrostatics we are not
directly concerned. For our objective is an insight into insight.
Archimedes had his insight by thinUng about the Crown; we shall
have ours by thinking about krchimedes.  What we h-ve to grasp
is that insirht 1) comes as a release to the tension of inquiry,
2) comes suddenly and unexpectedly, 3) is a function not of outer
circumstance but inner conditions, 1) pivots between the concrete
and the abstract, and 5) passes into Lhe habitual texture of
one's mind.

First, then, insis.ht comes as a release to the
tension of inquiry. This festre is dramatized in the stody
by Archimedes! peculivrly uninhibited esultntion.

But the point I would raPs3 does not lie in th.4s outburst of
delight but in the antecedent desire and effort that it betrays..
For if the typical scientist's satisfaction in success is more
sedate, his earnestness in in-uiry can still exceed that of
Archimedes.	 Deep within us all, emergent when them noise of
other apnetstes is stilled, there is a drive to know, to under-
stand, to see why, to discover tie re-son, to find the cause,
to explain. Just what is wanted, has many names. In what
precisely it consists, is a matter of dispute. But the fact
of inquiry is beyond all doubt. It cm n absorb a man. It can
keep him for hours, day after day, year after year, in the
narrow prison of his study or his laboratory. It cnn send him
on dangerous voyages of exploration. It can withdraw him
from oth r interests, other plrsuits, other pleasures, other
achievements. It can fill his wakins; thoughts, hide from him
the world of myary ordinary affairs, invade the very fabric of
his dreams. It can demand endless sacrifices that are made without
regret though there is only the hope, never a certain promise,
of success. What better symbol could one find for this obscure,
exigent

, 
imperious drive than a man, naked, running, excitedly1) 

crying "I've got it."

Secondly, insisht comes suddenly and unexpectedly.
It did not occur when Archimedes was in the mood and Posture
that a sculptor would select to	 rtray "The Thinker." It cans
in a flash, on a trivial occasion, in a moment of relaxation.
Once more there is dramatized a universal aspect of insi ght.
For it is reached, in the last analysis, not by learning rules,
not by following precepts, not by studying any methodology.
Discovery is a new beginning. It is the origin of new rules
that supplement or even supplant the old. Genius is creative,

III	 0 0
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It is genius precisely because it disnegards established routines,
because It ortginates the novelties that will be the routines of
the future, Vfere there rules for discovery, then discoveries
would be mere conclusions. 'Aare there precepts for genius,
then men of eenius would be hocks. Indeed, what is true of
discovery, alao holds for the transmission of discoveries by
teaching. For a teacher cannot unr'lertalee to mall) a pupil under-
stand. All he can do is resent the sni.ible elements in the
issue in a sueeestive order and -ith a proper distribution of
emphasis. It is up to the pupils themselves to reach understanding,
and they do so with varyine measures of ease end rapidity. Some
get the point before the teacher can finish his exposition.
Others just manage to keep pace with him. Others see the light
only when they ro over the matter by themselves. Some finally
never catch on at all; for x a whJle they follow the classes but,
sooner or later, they drop by the way.

Thirdly, insirht is a function not of outer
circumstances but of inner conditions. Many frequented the
baths of Syracuse without comine to erasp the principles of
hydrostatics.	 But who bathed there without feeling the water
or with .ut finding it hot or cold or tepid? Thtre is, then,
a strane:e difference between insleht and sensation. Unless one
is deaf, o e cannot avoid hearing. Unless one is blind, one
has only 60 open ()nets eyes to see. The occureence and the
content of sensation stand in some immediate correlation with
outer circumstance. But with insieht internal conditions are
paramount. Thus, insight deeen(s upon native endowment&soothit;
with fair accuracy, one can say that insight is the act that
occurs frequently in the intellieent and rarely in the stupid,
Again, in3ie7ht depends upon a habitual orientaA.on, upon a perpetual
alertness ever asking the little ouestion, Vihy? Finally, Insight
depends on the accerate presentation of definite problems. Had
Hiero not put his problem to Archimedes, had Archimedes not
thought earnestly, perhaps desperately,x upon it, the baths of
Syracuse might would have been no moe famous than any others.

Fourthly, insieht pivots between the concrete and
the abstract. Archimedes' problem was concrete. He had to settle
whether a particular crown was made of pure eold. Archimedes
solution was concrete. It vies to weigh the crown in water.
Yet if we ask what 121 was the point to that procedure, we have
to have recourse to the abstract formulations of the principles
of displacement and of specific gravity. '.:ithout that point,
weighing the crown in eater woeld be more am eccentricity.
Once the pont is grasped, King Hiero and his golden cromm become
minor historical details of no scientific importance. Once more
the story dramatizes a universal aspect of insight. For if
insights arise from concrete problems, if they reveal their value
in concrete applications, none the less they possess a sieni-
ficance creater than their origins and a relevance -eider than
their original applications. 	 BecauseMhey arise ith reference
to the concrete, reometers use diagrams, mathematicians invent
'"s•Fzbals-y---L;3-r-o .-4d e _	 y

symbols, teachersteachers need black-boards, pupils have to perform
experiments for themselves, doctors have to see their patients,    

0
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tro ble-shooters have to travel to the spot, people with a
mechanical bent take th.inr;s apart to see how they work.
But because the significance and relevance of insight goes
beyond any concrete problem or application, men formulate
abstract sciences with their numrers and symbols, their technical
terms and formulae, their definitions, postulates, and deductions.
Thus, by its very nature, insight is the mediator, the hinge, the
pivot. It is insight into the concrete world of sense and
imagination. Yet lrhat is known by insi-ht, what insight adds
to sensible and imagined presentations, finds its adeq.;ate
expression only in the abstract and recon' ite formulations of
the sciences.

Fifthly, insight passes into the habitual texture
of one's mind. Before Archimedes hacd colJd solve his problem,
he needed an instant of inspiration. But he needed no further
inspiration when he went to o1 fer the king his solution. Once
one has understood, one has crossed a divide.:that a moment
ago was an insoluble problem, now becomes incredibly simple and
obvious. Moreover, it tends to remn . in simple and obvious.
However laborious the first occirrence of an insic ht may be,
subsequent repetitions occur nlmost nt bill. This, too, is
a universal cha.ziaci;eristic of insir:ht and, indeed, it constitutes

	per̂;	 4 5T .	 :.r.'. _ 	T+'.	 ' ng . su.b`	 i
n initia period of darkness in vThich,,en - grope about 3 Sec urely
nd the - , as one b9-gins tg^cātch ors .! ' .ere i a subse,-tent peT-16d
f it ren . sing ' zt, corti`idence,„-Interest;' ābso t-t6 . Me—Over,

rule ho, s	 the j:ie ree , h a s i ct cn . l,s;- net
nierglfiemor fork, be

the possibility .of learning. For we can learn innsmuch as we
can add insi- ht to insir.ht, inesmuch as the new does not extrude
the old but complements and combines with it. Inversely, inn .smcmh
as the sub)ect wAwAilvet to be learnt involves the acquisition of
a whole series of insights, the process of learning is marked
by an initial period of darkness in which one gro -_:es about
insecurely, in which one cannot see where one is rgoing, in which
one cannot Fr asp what all the fuss is about; and only ' radually,
as one begins to catch on, does the initial darkness yield to ai
subsequent period ix of increasing light, confidence, interest,
absorption. Then, the infinitesimal calculus or taeor<tical
physics or the issues of philosophy cease to be the mysterious

w^d^lau- ūs e,,.to be .n o--find , e i ess incrediblē uD
tea ers' #,-claims that' really._-such matters are., not at a
Impossible' but simple and—Obvious—as simp 	• .b'

and foggy realms they had seemed. Imperceptibly we shift from
the helpless infancy of the beginner to the modest self-confidence
of the advanced student. Eventually we become capable of taking
over the teacher's role and complaining of the remarkable obtuseness
of pupils that fail to see what, of course, is perfectly simple
and obviouse to those that understand.
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2.  	 As every school-boy knows, a circle is a looms
of coplanar points equidistant from a center. Uhat every school-
boy does not know is the difference between reneating that
definition, as a parrot might, and uttering it intelligently,
So, with a sidelong bow to Descartes' insistence on the importance
of understanding very simple thirw,s, let us inquire into the
genesis of the definition of the circle.

its aell"	 fn,. /	 ,----	 ,,
AK a qlorstio	 1:Vhy is,it-rot.	 More ppetisoly,

eiE/)_out of cansideration zilch etxtrinbic [247x wads of tht5,—whaell s _,,..---- ,---

,	 Limit the question. ,Ohe might-explata the roundness'
f tla. wheel by appealing to itsmaker; th-ofmkpalwzigki because

whealWright_Troceeded in au611 and such,a-fasllion, his,proftuct
ad .to be of silch  a kind, A4in„ one milt

ng-t75-M67:heelwrightls tEiTas or

p MAU.	 Imagine a cart-wheel with its bulky hub, its
stout spokes, its solid rim.

Ask a question. Idhy is it round?
Limit the question. '.jhat is wanted is the immanent

ground of the roundness of the wheel. Hence a correct answer
will not introduce new data such as carts, carting, transportation,
or Wheelwrights, or their tools. It will apreal simply to the
wheel.

Consider a swgestion. The wheel is round because
its spokes are equal. Clearly, that will not do. The spokes
could be equal yet sink unequally into the hub and rim. Again.,
the rim could be flat between successive snokes.

Still, we have a clue. Let the hub decrease to
a point; let the rim and spokes thin out into lines; then, it
there were an infinity of spokes and all were exactly equal,
the rim would have to be perfectly round; inversely, were may of
the spokes unequal, the rim could not avoid bumps or dents,
Hence, we can say that the wheel necessarily is round, innsmmch
as the distance from the center of the hub to the outside of
the rim is always the same.

:

c	 , it	 ,e1, inary_t_o—o-tir—
bject_tre:	 desieis	 iniczht,/ no —1-rrto th	 Tele
ut-into

er

A number of obse7:vations are now in order. The
foresoLng brings us close enough to the definition of the circle.

t • -	 - • . • -

But our purpose is to attain insi ght, not into the circle, but
into the act illustrated by insiFht into the circle.

The first observation, then, is that pointspclimax;
and lines cannot be imagined. One can imaine an extremely stall
dot. But no matter hov; small a dot may be, still it has nuignitude.
To reach a point, all magnitude must vanish, and with all magnitude
there vanishes the dot as well. One can imagine an extrenielq
fine thread. But no matter how fine a thread may be, still it
has breadth and depth as well as length. Remove from the image
all breadth and depth, and there vanishes all length as well. 

0
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1.7-ntassagd. The second observation is that points and lines
are concepts.

Just as imasinaeion is the playground of our
desires and our fears, so t1444pusslaa conception is the playground
of our intelligence. Just as imagination can ceeate ob:ects
never seen nor heard nor felt, so too conception cnn create
obects that cannot even be imagined. How? By supposing.
The Ina .ined dot has maenitude as ell as position, but the
geometer says, Let us supnoso it has only position. The imagined
line has breadth as well PS lensth, but the eeometer says, Let us
suppose it has only length.

Still, there is method in this madness. Our
Images and especially our dreams seem very random affairs, yet
psychologists offer to explain them. Similarly, the suppositions
underlying concepts may appear very fanciful, set they too can
be explained. ihy did we require the hub to decrease to a posnt
and the spokes and rim to mere lines? Because we had a clue --

A the equality of the spokes -- and we were pushing it forssit -as
uss. worth. As long as the hub had any magnitude, the spokes could

sink into it unequally. As long as the spokes had any thilakness,
the wheel could be flat at their ends. So we supposed a point
without masnitude and lines without thickness to obtain a curve
that would be perfectly, necessarily round.

Note, then, two properties of concepts. In the
first place they are constituted by the mere activity of sussosing,
thinking, considering, formulating, defining. They may or may
not be more than that. But if they are more, then they are not
merely concepts. And if they are no more than supposed or
considered or thousht about, still that is enough to constitute
them RS concepts. In the second place, concepts do not occur
at random; they emerge in thinking, supposing, considering,
definins,formulotins; and that reense.nsmed activity occurs, not
at random, but in conjunction with an act of insight.

	dr1/4•12.. 	The third observation is that the imase is
necessary for the insight.

Points and lines cannot be imagined. But neither
can necessity or impossibility be imeeined. Yet in approaching
the definition of the circle there occurred some apprehension
of necessity and of impossibility. As we remarked, if all the
radii are e-ual, the cue.ve must be perfectly round; and if any
radii are uneeual, the curve cannot avoid bumps or dents.

	

'	 Further, the necessity in nuestion VRS not
necessity in eeneral but a necessity of roensness reselting from
these equal radii. Similarly, the impossibility in suestion was
not impossibility in the abstract but an impossibility of Mandela&
roundness resulting from these unequal radii. Eliminate the
image of the center, the radii, th curve, and by the same stroke
there vanishes all grasp of necessary or of Impossible roundness.

But it is that grasp that constitutes the insight.
It is the occurrence of that grasp that makes the difference
between repeating the definition of a circle, as a parrot might,
and uttering it intellisently, uttering it with the ability to
maim up a new definition for oneself.

It follows that the image is necessary for the
insight. Inversely, it follows that the insight is the act of
catching on to a connection between imaeined equal radii and,
on the oth .r hand, a curve that is bound to look perfectly round.
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24714a(4411M. The fourth observation adverts to the question.

There is the question as expressed in words.
Why is the wheel round?

Behind the words thire may be conceptual acts
of moaning, such as "wheel", "round," etc.

Behind these concepts there my be insights
in .A.LIn one grasps how to use such words as "wheel," "round," etc.

But ;'hat ,e are tryin7 to r,et at, is something
different. Where does the "Why?" come from? :that does it
reveal or represent? Alrundy we hod occasion to speak of the
psychological tension that had its 1,e1ense in the joy of discovery.
It is that tension, that drive, that desire to understand, that
constitutes the primordial illay?" Fame it what you please,
alertness of mind, intellectual cur.iosity, the spirit of inquiry,
active intelligence, the drive to know. Under any name it
remains the same nnd is, I trust, very familiar to you. 	 Bat

This nrimorclial drive, then, is the pure question.
It is prior to any insights, any concepts, any words, for
insights, concepts, words have to do with answers; and before we
look for answers, we want them; such -:anting is the pure question.

On the other hand, though the pure -uestion is
prior to insightsi concepts, and words, it presupposes experiences
and ina(es. Just as insight is into the concretely -iven or
imagined, so the pure question is about the concretely given
or imagined. It is the yonder, which Aristotle claimed to be
the beginning of all science and philosophy. But no one just
wonders. We wonder about something.

. 	 A fifth observation d:Lstinguishes moments in the
genesis of a definition.

Jhen an animal has nothing to do, it goes to sleep.
:Len a nmn has nothing to do, he may ask questions. The first

NO moment is iftaAawakening to one's intellir,ence. It is release
A from the dominance of biological drive and from the routines of

everyday living. It is the effective emergence of wonder, of
the des.Lre to understand.

The second moment is the hint, the surg, stion,
the clue. Insight has begun. Ue hove got hold of something.
There is a change that we are on the right track. Let's see.

The third moment is the process. Imagination
has been released from other cares. It is free to coonerate
with intellectual effort, and its cooperation mas::maxmlIel
consists in endeavoring to run ,arallel to intelli ent suppositions
while, at the same time, restraining supposition within some
limits of npproximation to the ima,.inable field.

The fourth moment is achievement. By their
cooperation, by successive adjustments, ruestion and insight,
image and concents, present a solid front. The answer is
a patterned set of concepts. The image strains to approximate
to the concepts. The concepts, by added conceptual determinations,
can express their difference from the merely approximate image.
The pivot between images and concepts is the insight. And setting
the standard which insight, images, and concerts must meet is the
question, the desire to know, that could have kept the process
In motion by further queries, had its requirements not been satisfied.

......7*"........7**1WSW,T,1 •
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the affirmation that
in any circle all radii are exactly equal, nnd .re that affirmation
not included in the definition, then it womld have had to be
added as a postulate.

To view the same mntter from another angle, Euclid
did postulate that all right angles be equal. Let us name the
sum of tuo adjacent right angles a strai,-.ht angle. Then, if
all right angles are equali, necessarily all straight angles will
be equal. Inversely, if all strar-ht angles are equal, all
right angles must be equal. No- if straight 1Thes are really
straight, if they never bend in any direction, must not all
xight straight angles be e7ual? Could not the postulate of the
equality of straight angles be included in .he definition of
the straight line, as the postulate of the equality of radii
is included in the definition of the circle?

At any rate, tore is a difference between nominal
and explanatory definitions. Nominal definitions merely tell us
about the correct usage of names. Explanatory definitions also
include samethin7, further that, uere it not included in the
definition, would have to be added as a postulate.

Vihat consti:Gutes the difference? It is not that
explanatory definitions suppose an insight while nominal definitions
.do not, For a language is an enormously complicated tool with

almost/	 an/endless variety of parts that admit a far greater number of
significant combinations. If insight is needed to see how other
tools are to be used properly and effectively, insiuht is similarly
needed to use a language properly and effectively.

this yields, I think, the answer to our
question. Both nominal and explarr=tory definitions sunpose
insights. But a nominal definition supposes no more than an
insight into the nroper use of language. An explanatory definition,
on the other hand, supposes a further insi-ht into the objects
to which language refers. The name, circle, is defined as
a perfectly round plane curve, RS the name, straight line, is
defined as a line lying evenly between its extrems. But axe
when one goes on to affirm that all radii in a circle are equal
or that all right angles are e-ual, one no longer is talking
merely of names, One is making assertions about the objects
which names denote.

erto,A: rATP.41«...0).71 	" 	.A seventh observation adds a note on the old
puzzle of primitive terms.

Every definition presuPposes other terms. If
these can be defined, their definitions will presuppose still
other teams. But one cannot regress to infinity. Hence, eithvr
definition is based on undefined terms or else terms are defined
in a circle so that each virtlally defines itself.

	e	
Lb A	 A sixth observation distinquishes different
kinds of definition. As Euclid defined a straight lino as a
line lying evenly between its extremes, so he mi,ht have defined
a circle as a perfectly round plane curve. As the former definition
so also the latter would se ve to determine unequivocally the
proper use of the names, straight line, circle. But, in fact,
Euclid's definition of the circle is does more than reveal the
proper use of the name, circle. It includes viate.4.bap-11-1.se-

;4	 ..0
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Fortunately, vie are under no necessity of accepting
the argument's supposition, Definitions do not occur in a private
vacuum of their own. They emerge in solidarity with exeeriences,
images, questions, and insie.hts. ,It is true enough that every
definition involves several terns, but it is also true that no
insight can be expressed by a sinele term, and it il not true
that every insirht presupposes previous insiehts.

Let us say, then, thet for every basic insight
there is a circle of terms and relations, such that the terms
fix the relations, the relations fix the terms, and the insight
fixes both. If one grasps the necessary and sufficient conditions
for the p rfect roundness of this imeined plane curve, then
one grasps not only the circle but also the po_nt, the line,

the plane,/ the circumference, the radii,/and e anlity. All the concepts
tumble out together, because all are needed to express adequately
a single insight. All are colleeent, for coherence helm basically
means that all hang torether from a single insieht.

Again, there can be a set of basic insights.
Such is the set underlying Euclidean fleometry. Theyxgenereim
Because the set of insights is coherent, they generate a set
of coherent definitions. Beceuse different ob:ects of definition
are composed of similar elements, such terms as point, line,
surface, angle keep reete ring in distinct defi-itions. Thus,
Euclid begins his exposition from a set of images, a set of
insights, and a set of definitions; some of his definitions are
merely nominal; some are erelanatory; some are derived, partly
from nominally and partly from explanetorily defined terms.

scZtAt4t4t*044	 'final observation introduces the notion of
implicit definition.

D. Hilbert has eorked out Foundations of Geometry 
that satisfy contemporary logicians. One of his important
deices is known as implicit definition. Thus, the meaning
of both point and strnieht line is fixed by the relntion that

(#1641
twodpoints determine a strafteht line.

In terms of the foregoing analysis, one may say
that implicit definition consists in explsnatory definition without
nominal definition. It consists in explanatory definition, for
the relation that two poents determine a strae-ht line is a
postulational element such ns the equnlity of all radii in a
circle. It omits nominal definition, for one cannot restrict
the moaning of point to the Euclidean meaning of position without
magnitude. An ordered pair of numbers satisfies Hilbert's implicit
definition of a point, for two such pairs determine a straight line.
Similarly, a first degree 0-elation satisfies Hilbert's implicit
definition of a streieht line, for such an equation is dete 'mined
by two ordered pairs of/aumbers.

The sign.ficance of Implicit definition is its
complete generality. The mission of nominal definitions is
the omission of a restric6ion to the ob:ects which, in the first
instance, one hneepens to be thinkine ebout. The exclusive use
of explanatory elements or postulatio2a1 elements concentrates
attention upon the p sot of relationships in which the whole of
scientific significance is contained.

0
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3.644 K4W +_ ' The next significant step to be taken in working
out the nature of insight is to analyze development. Single
insights occur either in isolation or in related fields. In
the latter case they combine, OetNftes cluster, coalesce, into
the masteryof a subject; they ground sets of definitions, postulates,
deductions; they admit applications to enormous ranges of instances.
But the matter does not end there. Still further insights arise.
The short-comings of the previous position becomes recognized.
New definitions and postulates are devised. A new and larger
field of deductions is set up. Broader and more accurate
applications become possible. Such a complex shift in the whole
structure of insights, definitions, postulates, mid deductions,
and applications may be referred to very briefly as the emergence
of a higher viewpoint. Our question is, Just what happens?

Taking our clue from Descartes' insistence on
understanding simple things, we select as our pilot instance the
transition from arithmetic to elementary algebra. Moreover,

samo-.-2^3,ti19 'lat`i'olcs,rzv-at 
to guard against possible misinterpretations, let us say that
by arithmetic is meant a subject studied in grade school and
that by elementary algebra is meant a subject st'idied in high
school.

3,9 I3	 4 { '"'' A first step is to offer some definition of
the positive integers, 1, 2, 3, 4,....

Let us suppose an indefin.it
instances of "one.” They may be anything;
sheep to instances of the a. pt of counting

Further, let us suppose as
defined the notions of "one," "plus," and

eI iiiiL^Y.! '• t^1e infi^^ite - sē ri^s-o^' po,si,^ivō inte^s, 'n?-me'"1y,
v^o^^one r.i,or^'tlti^^-onē , ^"" i or^-rrtōre tb.arr tw , f o,lscis

Then, there is an infinite series of definitions
for the infinite series of positive int _ -ers, and it may be
indicated symboL.cally by the following.

1 +	 1 = 2
2 +	 1 m 3
3 +	 l a 4
&c., &c., &c.

This symbolic in<<ication may be interpreted in any of a variety
of manners. It means one plus one equals two, or two is one more
than one, or the second is the next after the first, or even
the relations between classes of groups each with one, or two,
or three, &c., momb: , rs.	 As the acute render will see, then'
one important element in the abov ê definitions is the &c., &c.,
&c. 'Without it, the positive integers cannot be defined; for
they are an indefinitely great multitude; and it is only in so
far as some such gesture as &c., &c., &c., is really sinificsnt,
that an infinite series of definitions can occur. Meat, then,
does the &c., &c., mean? It means that an insight should have
occurred. If one has had the relevant insight, ^if one has caught
on, if one sees how the defining can go on indefinitely, no more

0 ,

e multitude of
anyone pleases from
or ordering.
too familiar to be
equals."
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need be said. If one has not cauett on, then the poor teacher
has to labor in his apostolate of the obvious. For in defining
the positive integers there is no alternative to insight.

Incidentally, it may not be amiss to recall what
already has been remarked, nPmely, that a single insight is
expressed in many concepts. In the present instance, a single
insight grounds an infinity of concepts.

3.24 647W14. A second step will consist in malting somewhat more
precise the familiar notion of equality. Let us say that when
equals are added to ecuals, the results are equal; that one is
equal to one; and that therefore an additimx infinite series of
addition tables can be constructed.

The table for adding 2 is constructed by adding
one to each side of the equations that define the positive
integers. Thus,

From the table 	 2 4 1 = 3
Adding 1	 2 * 1 4 1 m 3 * I
Hence, from the table	 2 4 2 = 4

In like manner the whole table for addinp, 2 can be constructed.
From this table, once it is constructed, there can be constructed
a table for adding 3, From that table it will be possible to
construct a table for adding 4. &c., &c., &c,, which again means
that an irright should have occuried.

Thus, from the definitions of thepa4-9.sitive
integers and the postulate about addin- eouals to equals, there
follows an indefinitely great deductive expansion.

H Mt411414i4.444.4 642444 J vv% .

3•3"	 A third step will be to ventare into a homcy:oneous
exnansion. A 

The familiar notion of addition is to be complemented
by such further notions as multiplication, powers, subtraction,
division, and roots. This development, however, is to be homogeneous
and by that is meant that no chanre is to be involved in the
notions already employed.

Thus, multiplication is to mean adding a number
to itself so many times, so that five by three will mean the addition
of three five's. Similarly, powers are to mean that a number is
multiplimed by itself so many tines, so that five to the third
will mean five multiplied by five with the result multiplied again
by five. On the other hnnd, subtraction, division, and roots will
mean the inverse operations that bring one back to the starting
point.

By a few insi(rhts, that need not be injicatod,
it will be seen that tables for multiplication and for powers
can be constructed from the addition tables. Similarly, tables
for subtraction, division, and roots can be constructed from the
tables for addition, multiplicc-tion, and powers.

The homogeneous expansion constitutes a vast
extension of the initial deductive expansion. It consists in
Introducing new operations. Its characteristic is that the new
operations involve no modification of the old.
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3•4	 A	 A fourth step will be the discovery of the need
of a higher Viewpoint. This arises when the inverse operations
are allowed full c;enerality, when they are not restricted to
bringing one back to one's starting point. Then, subtraction
reveals the possibility of ne-rtive numbers, division reveals
the possibility of fractions, roots reveal the possibility of
surds,	 Further, there arise quesL;ions about the meaning of
operations.	 is multinlicrtion when one multiplies negative
numbers or fractions or surds? What is subtraction when one
subtracts a nm ativo number? &c., ecc., &c. Indeed, oven the
meaning of "one" and of "equals" becomes confused, for there
are recurring decimals and it can be shown that point nine recurring
Is equal to one.

--	 Let	 X	 =	 0.-g

then	 10X	 = 9.

hence	 9X	 =	 9

and so	 X	 7.	 1

Foniasit-,y.q ik, 
3.5-	 A fifth step will be to formulate a higher viewpo nt.

Distinguish 1) rules, 2) operations, and 3) numbers.
Let numbers be defined implicitly by operations,

so that the result of any operation will be a number and any
number can be the result of an op ration.

Let opeations be defined implicitly by rules,
so that what is done in accord with rules is an operation.

The trick will be to obtain the rules that fix
the operations which fix the numbers.

The emerence of the hirher viewpoint is the
performance of this trick. It consists in an insight that 1)
arises upon the operations performed according to the old
rules and 2) is expressed in the formulation of the new rules.

Let nm explain. Fran the image of a cart-wheel
we proceeded by insight to the dm2intimx definition of the circle.
But, vhile the cart-wheel was inarined, the circle consists of
points and lines neither of which can be imagined. Between the
cart-whe&l and the circle there is an approximation but only an
approxinmtion. Now, the transition froln arithmetic to elementary
algebra is the same sort of thing. For an image of the cart-wheel
one substitutes the image of whet may be naned "doing .arithmetic";
it is a large, dynamic, virtual hnage that includes writing down,
adding, multip4ing, subtracting, dividing numbers in accord
with the precepts of the homv;eneous ezpansiaa. Not all of this
image will be present at once, but any part of it can be present
and, when one is on the alert, any part that happens to be
relevant will pop into view. 	 In this larp;e ani virtual image,
then, there is to be grasped a nov set of rules governing ope ations.
The new rules will not be exactly the sale as the old rules.
They will be more symmetrical. They will be more exact. They
will be more general. In brief, they will differ from the old
mach as the saak highly exact and symmetrical circle differs
from the cart-wheel.

111/1•11••••11
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What are the new rules? In high school the rules
for fractions were generalized; rules for signs were introduced;
rules for equations and for indices were worked out. Their
effect was to redefine the notions of addition, multiplication,
powers, subtraction, division, and roots; and the effect of the
redefinitions of the operations was that numbers were generated,
not merely by addition, but by any of the operations.

	

3.6	 The reader familiar 71th rroup theory will be aware
that the definition of operations by rules and of numbers or, more
generally, symbols by operations is a procedure that penetrates
deeply into the nature of mathoriatics. But there is a further
aspect to the matter, and it has to do with the 46=oeLorsasa
rastiket gradual development by which one advances through
intermediate stages from elementary to higher mathematics.
The logical analyst can leap from the positive integers to group
theory, but one cannot learn mathematics in that simple fashion.
On the contrary, one has to perform, over and over, the sane type
of transition as occurs in advancing from arithmetic to elementary
algebra.

At each stage of the process there exists a set
of rules that govern operations which result in numbers. To
each stage there corresponds a symbolic image of doing arithmetic,
doing algebra, doing calculus. In each successive image there
is the potentiality of 7rasning by insidlt a hi-ller set of rules
that will govern the operations an by them elicit the numbers or
symbols of the next stage. Only in so far as a man makes his
slow progress up that escalator does he become a technically com-
petent mathematician. Athout it, he may acquire a rough idea
of what mathematics is about; but he will never be a master,
perfectly aware of the precise meaning and the exact implications
of every symbol and operation.
7.4....4.42,2t4frjArt

	3.7	 h	 The analysis also reveals the importance of an
apt symbolism.

There is no doubt that, though symbols are signs
chosen by convention, still some symbois choices are highly fruitful
while others are not. It is easy enough to take the square root
of 1764. It is another matter to tale the square root of NDCOLXIV.
The develoiment of the calculus is ensily- desimated in using
Leibnizt symbol, dy/dx, for the differential coefficient; Vewtonts
symbol, on the other hand, can be used only In a few cases and,
what is worse, it does not sug-est the theorems that can be
established.

;:hy is this so? It is because mathematical operations
are not merely the logical expansion of conceptual premises.
Image and question, insight and concepts, n11 combine. The function
of the symbolism is to supply the relevant image, and the symbolism

is apt inasmuch as its immen nt patterns as well as the dynamic
patterns of its mani ulntion run narallel to the roles and operations
that have been grasped by insir-ht and formintod in concepts.

The benefits of this pernllelism are manifold.
In the first place, the symbolism itself takes over a notable
part of the solution of problems, for the symbols, complemented
by habits that have become automatic, dictate what has to be done.
Thus, a mathematician will work at a problem up to a point and
then announce that the rest is mere routine. In the second place,

0
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the symbolism constitutes a heuristic technique: the mathematician
is not content to seek his unknowns; he names them; he assigns
them symbols; he writes down in equations all their properties;
he knows how many equations he will need; and when he has reached
that number, he can say that the rest Ost.lwstAro4Um of the
problem is just routine. In the third place, the symbolism
offers clues, hints, suggestions. Just as the definition of
the circle was approached from the clue of the equality of the
spokes, so generally insights do not come to us in their full
stature; we begin from little hints, from suspicions, from
possibilities; we try them out; if they lend noThere, we drops
them; if they promise success, we push them for all they are
worth. Thus But this can be done only if we chance upon the
hints, the clues, the possibilities; and the effect of the apt
symbolism is to reduce, if not entirely eliminate, this element

of chance. Here of course, the classical example is analytic
geometry. To solve 	 a pro' ,lem by Euclidean methods, one has
to stumble upon the correct construction. To solve a problem
analytically, one has only to manipul^te the symbols.
In the fourth place, there is the hi ,rhly significant notion
of invariance. An apt symbolism will a iliea;:mathramatica
endow the pattern of a mathematical expression with the totality
of its meaning. ;'Whether or not one uses the Latin, Greek, or
Hebrew alphabet, is a matter of no importance. The mathematical
meaning of an expression resides in the distinction between
constants and variables and in the signs or collocations that
dictate operations of combin _ng, multiplying, summing, differentiatin
intetrating, and so forth. It follows that, as long as the
symbolic pattern le of a mathematical expression is unchanged,
its mathematical meaning is unchanged. Further, it follows
that if a symbolic pattern is unchrinned by any substitutions
of a determinate croup, then the mathematical meaning of the
pattern is independent of the meaning of the substitutions.
In the fifth place, as has already been mentioned, the symbolism
appropriate to any stage of math ematical development provides
the image in . ,hich may be grasped by insight the rules for the
next stage.

5-9- 71.
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Dopidon direct insichtn„ their clustorins, and

hichor vlowpoints, there =iota the onall,but sicnificant clam

of laver= insichto. hp (lima, no aloo invelso innichtn pre-

suppose a pooitivo object that Is precontod bj pens° or repro-

sontod by inacination. But Willa direct innicht moots the sponr.

tanoous offort Of intollicence to undorstand, invoroo inoiCht

resondo to a more oubtle and critical attl.tudo that distinculobes

difforont decroon or levolo or kinds of intelligibility. While

direct innight graops the point, or noon the solution, or comes

to loam/ the mama, inverts° inoicht appreirmds that in no=

fanhien the point in that thero in no point, or that tho nolution

in to dopy a solution, or that the ronoon in that the rationality

of the real admito diotinctions and qualifications. Finally,

whila the concoptual formulation of direct innicht affirms a

positive intollicibility thoucjh it may deny expectod empirical

elements, the concoptual formulation of an imam inoicht affirms

empirical elmonto only to deny an expectod intolligibility.

Sinco the laot phrano in crucial, lot no attompt

to elaborate it. By intelligibility to meant the content of a

direct inoicht. It in the componont that in absent, fran our

knowleOco whonwo do not undorntand and added to our knowlodeP

inaomuch an wo are undorotandinc in the oinplo and otralc;htforuand

=mar doncribed in the earlier poctiono of thio chapter. llovt

ouch an intollicibillty may be already reached or it may bo

'moray axpoctod. To deny intollicibility already Poached is not

tho moult of inveroo imoicht; it in meroly the correction of a

proviem direct inolcht, the moknowlodcoment of Ito phortcominCO,

the reoecnition that it leaven problomn unsolved. But to dopy

an expectod Intelligibility in to run counter to the spontaneous
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anticipationo of hman intelliconos: it in to fine fault not with

anoworo but with quootions. In a denomotrativo science it lo to

provo that a quoetion of a olvon tyro cannot be anowored. In an

onpirical mimeo it to to put foroard a nuccocoful hypothoois or

thnory that worm that cortain qaoationo miotakonly two suppooed

to roquIro an mnower. Finally, the occurronco of an inveroo inolebt

io not ootabliohod by the coo° propane(' of micativo concopto: thuo,

not-rod," "position vithont marnitudo wnonfoccurronce (=elude

roopoctivoly "rod," "nncnitudo," '0 urronoo"; but the lattor torno

refer to empirical comoononto in our imowlodco and not to the

ponoibilitios and necomitleo, tho unl.ficationc and relator-in, that

conotitute the intollicibility Illown In direct innicht.

othlio tho noral notion of invorce inoicht is fairly

simplo and obvious, I have boon A; at come paino in pr000ntinc its

charactoriotico bocauno it lo not too oaoy to cot forth illno-

trationo to thO oatiofnction of differont croups of ronderc. lloro-

ovor,- communication and A.ocusnion tar%) place nrouch conceptc, but

all inoicht lion behind the concoptuol ocono. Homo, vhilo thoro

is alwayo the dancer that a reader will attend to the concopts

rather than the undorly/nn inolcht, thio dancer lo aumonted con-

oidorably whorl .ho point to be crauolft by inoicht to orely that

there lo no point. To rook() mttnro woroo, invoroo inolchto occur

only in tho context of far lamer dovolopmonto of human thouCht.

A otatetont of their content hao to cai. upon the lator oyotomo that

ponitivoly ooploitod their nocative contribution. The very =ceps

of such later syoteno tondo to enrondor a routine that eliminates

the moro opontannouo anticipations of intellicenco and then, to

octaba/oh a l!ey feature of an iovorcO inoicht, it may to nocoonary

to arpoal to the often ambicuoun witnono of hlotory. In the nidst

of such conoloxity it very oaoily can haproen that a rooderlo   

'
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opontaneolic expoctation of an iatellicibility to be reached

ehould outwoich ranr.o vorbal nClnonitionn to tho contram and,

when that happonn occnrs, 1.21tintrationn of inverno ineicht can.

bocornn very obncnro indeod. ficervelincly, wh.1.10 tiv,ro in nothing

diffierat about tho enamp:!en to follow, I hn,vo thoncht it wino

to indulre In' an emontolato of. the 07j7107.10.

An a' first onomplo of inr7rno insirAt ie algal take

what the ancionta rimed incosnenenraVlo r_ncnitudos and the modern('

nail irrational nuraborn. In both canon Vlore is a ponitive °Wont

indicntoel by the torran„ "macaltt_xle," "nriber." In both canon there

in a nocative elementt indicatoa by thc opithots, "incommensurable," •

nirriati..nal." Finally, in both canon the nocation, bears on the

siontanoolls anticirstionn of rru	 toitronco. "Incomnonourable"

donion the pocnibinty of app3y1..nc, to certain mglituden porno typo

of measurement and Arintetle viowod thin denial as ,r)rima, garja

matter or hif7h nnrprine. TATori more emphatically "irrational"

donton a cor2:-..,cpenclonoo betweon cortfi.in naraborn and human reasons

To incliento to relevant inalcht, lot tin antt why

a curd is a our& 7,soonthtaly the qmotion to n11,0.1101 to tho

earlier aneation, Iltly La a cart—dice]. round? 3nt while t5 tho

earlier answor revcal,..A an into2.7.icibility irmanont in the tyhool,

the prenent anawer consintsin ohowinc that a nurd cannot ponsenn

the intolligibility ono trot310, onpoct it to have.

Thus, the nmr.ro root of tuo is Doran macpituelo

greater than unity and ions than two. One would expoct it to be

sow impropor fraction, nay gi Whore a and	 aro positive

intocern ancl, by the ronovn.1 of all comon factors, .a may alwayn

be made IDrime to a• Zioroovor, wore thin expeettition correct, then

the clinconal and the aide of la square would be respectively a

times and	 timos some comnon limit of longth, nowevor, no far
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tract 	 correct, the expectation^.ncdc to aoc+ntr^^.ction. For

if J 2 * EL/E6 thon 2 * gP %4. But if a in primo to	 •
than g2 in prime to e ; and in tant cane 22//n2 cannot be

equal to 2 or, indao€1, to any in tc±rer. The nr,- uciont in (moil,y

Generalized and no it apr-oaro that a cna.td io a curd boom= it is

nat tho rrati.ona3, x"rcaction that Sat ►alteib intQlZircnco atitioipatot
'`•--,____.-

it to be.

A aoconcl oxaaplo of inverco inoicht In the none

countable multitude. Th^x'o in ra positive object, "multitude."

There ifl a noc±tivo do ::erninrltl on, "nozro taratablo." Nordovor,

vtaon. "countable" is trat:on ao broadly that all intocer®, all rational

nutnbero, even all real alcobricaic nmbera (*)) Qonoriat,rably aro

countable nul titcdac, uhon Du'thor it can be ©hoem that  to ramovo

a countable multitude from a non-countable multitude 'loam, a norx-

Qountatslo r:iultitutlo, one apontanoocialy anticimtrio that tho nmabora

between zero and unity must be a count, ,bl.o multitude. In fact,

it can be ahem that the izafi*iito ciocinral.© are a non-co. InLc,b],o
114. altairn).4,

multitude, co that .	 _	 ^ A 4lvatik,741 f'raotiona from^------- - — _	 .	 real
zero to unity must be a nacliciblo p.soa'tion of the rnxaborro in that

i.ntorval11 (*)
...1111 —I

(*) Alcebraic raumbera are tho ro4to of alccibrr.t.ia aquationta

with in,ter"^ZL1 coOffici^rsta. For aconorouo oxpooltion of the topic

_!,t and ita paradonO© am A. rraenl:o1, A.1ot_, rnat hant ^hQOr^t.

Aclatardaa 1953, pp.  43 11w 75. For axji icationa to the nontinuan,

floo pp. 212 ff.
•.,..•1110

For a third example we turn to .ompirsocal science

and caxacs9.dor the uurprirsinc part of i3owton'a fl.r•at InM of motion,

ramoāy, that aboc'Iy continuoc in I;,o micttinc otato of uniform

motion in a atr: icht line una.oao that atnto in chatl('E?d by

oxternaZ force
0
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In this statement arid Ito contort It to not too

difflovilt to dinonrn the throo charactoristioo of tho fomulation

of an inveroo Insicht. For thero to the pooltivo obSocts a body

contilneo to novo at a uniform mto In a otrolcht lino. 111.-re to

nocation: the continuance) of the constant velocity 1oi.7end0 not

on tho action of external force but on the absenco 0'.2 ouch action;

for only no loncar thero to no accoloration, etoco the volocity

rennin conotant; and 45 the nalont the cum of the external forces

difforo fron nor°, thoro arisen an accoloration. Finally, tale

nocation of external Core° romp counter to the ol:ontanoono

Oontiono of hirian lifteliirencot for spontanoously one thIni-to of
of	 of

.uniforin notion not rto a oto;::c 111:o root but an a chance that

rooniroo an ontornal enuoo•

llowover, cone readoro nay with to r.:11.no on tho Josue.

.Thoy wi2.1 acre° that tho mocoosity of an =term" cnuso had boon

otr000ed by the Ariototollan theory of celnotial novetionto, of

projecloo, and of notion in a vacuum. 13nt they will add that

the Aristotollan ?Jett had 'boon contradictod at boot from the

tino of John Ihiloponus. On thin contrary view proSoctiloo yore

itopt in -notion not by any orternol force but by (30130 internal prin—

ciple or rowor. or property or quality or other imanont Ground*

Fina3.2.y, thny trill oak ttraetirr it to on/to certain that Nowton

did not apron' to C307.10inatopotior of el natter to account for

the continuance of inerttal statooe

flows, clearly/ Newtonian crocento to not our pr000nt

bun2.neoss All we tr,vo to say lo tIrt invcroo innicht to not illuoft

trotod when oxplanntion by attains' force to ropinced by oxplanatton

In term. o of sorao irtnanant power or property. For in that COMO there

In noro2,y the eomection of an owner dtiroct inalcht by a lattor

diroct inojit ar41 triallo the opontanoouo anticiirtIono of human.

0
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intelliconeo are bloelted in one diroction, tboy are elven an

outlet in another*

Still for purpose° of illuntration it :my be peri.

minoiblo to Laock thin nccond ogtlot without rooponinc the firete

ho doubt, uhon an extornal mover or foroo lohniod, one may nponf

taneonnly think that thoro mint to come innmto qua7.1ty that prois

vidoo the real mplanation, But It:Ale the neertion of an external

mover or force cm be ton'Ad experimentraly„ tbo annertion of come

innate quality, * of oono Ittfu=trsjj.=, can hardly be

rocardod ao a nolontifie ntatomonto If and affirms that when

acceleration In zero, then the sum of the rolovant external forceo

in also zero, one's affirmtlon adnitn the oztinery tenth* But if
A.*Y

one coon on to nddl,the innate ounlitioo of matter ronOor the action

of eternal forcon auporfluouc, one in very lthly to to reminded

that neleatinto do not appoal to occult mums*

Nov If thin remonnranto In recardod ac peremptory,

wo arrive at an omnplo or Livorno tanicht. Thom to the pooltivo

objoct of inquiry: bolos conUnue in their axiotine ntaton of

uniform notion* There in the 'location: the continuance of miform

motion In not to be oxplainod by .any apoeal to oxtornal forcon.

Finally, thin nneation In recorded no definitive for ncience,

for oelonce rem= to ontrapolate from l'alown lawn to ulterior

mtplanationn in tormn of vrssuo qualities, properties, peuerc,

arid the like,

A fo,mth exmplo of Invorno inolcht may be  derived

from the Imalo postulate of the Special Theory of nolativity* Tho-

paotulato itnelf to that the mathematical ex:prow/on of phynical

principleo and lawn to invrriant under inertial tranoformationg*•

To roach our illnotration ve tvve only to Grasp the concrete moaning

of the pootulato whenever it in involtod by a phyniciet eneacod in

undorotanOind any cot of rhyoloal data*
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For then tho ponitiv oblnet of ineldry connints in

the data inasmuch an thny are cannVerold I) an roforred to initial

axon of coordination, nay E, arid 2) as roforrod to other axes, nay

Ft, movinclnith a conntant velocity relative to tho axon, It•

•	 The necativo olonnnt in the conception of the rotative

object In indicated by the word, "invariant." It noans that the

trannfornntima fron one not of anon to nnothnr doon not load to any

mo(lification:im the form of the mathematical onrronnion of tho

appropriato phynical principloo and laws. But when the forn of the

matherlatical =promotion undorcooc no chanco, thoro in no emit° in

tho IntellicIbility that In or:pranced natannatically. When there

in no change in the intelltribilltq, there In no chance in tho act

of undorotar4inG that (Two the intollicibility and =promos it

mathematica7047. Aocordincly, the conornto monninc of the pentulato

to that, thatch there in n differonce in the opatio-tenporal

otandpolnt from which the data aro conoiderod, ntill them in no

differonce in the act of unelorntandinc tho data, no difference in

the conoral	 cranpod in the data, and no diffOrenco

in the form or the natir.natical oxpronnion Of the intellicibillty•

Finally, it in r,,nito conmon for there to mint

differoncon el.her In data or In npatio-taaporal ntandpoint without

any corrooponainc dlfferenoo in the not of undorntandinc. But in

moot of ouch =lop there In OD occanion for an invoroo inoicht 	 r,
intollicible

oinco, whlle the ompirical difference in annicned noAeountorTart,

still no ono onpocts that really them runt be an intollicible

counterpart. Thum, trrro in a notable naltrical difference botwoen

larco and mall circlon, yet no one =pronto different definitions

of 'arm circle° and of °mall circlos or different theorem to

ostablich the different proportion of lame and anall circled.

However, whilo ninilar tmtancon aro vary numerous, the invariance
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pontulftted by Opocial Rolativity in riot nmonc thorn. For

thnt I	 Lance laplieo a drantic rovision of ordinary notions

of (*two and of tine, and acninnt any ouch revision no

taneono anticiir.tiono of humnn intellireneo virorouoly robol.

new', to rocapitnanto the nnin Point, vhon tho

bad.° pontulato of Special Relativity in interproted concrotely

in term° of 1) the data physleinto conoidor, 2) the imalchto thoy

enjoy, aa13) the form of the nathemtioal exj,ennion of tho

principloo and lovn reached by the insichtn, thoro milt= tho

followine onplanntory oyllocinn:

Uhontbero lo no differenco in a rhyalciut'n insichtn,

them chould lo no differonce in tho form of tho nnthenatical

exprosoion of physical principloo and

But whoa ma inertial tranofornation occurs, there in no

difforoncb in a phyoloint'n innirhtn.

Therefor°, then an inortiml transformation occur°, thoro

nhould bo no difforenco in the form of the mathematical enronsion

of rhynical principles ant. lnwn.

Tho major rxrciaimo pootuaaton a corronvmdenoo botwoon the insidhts

of Physicist() anel tho form of the mmthenntical expronoion of

physical principles and lam; in other wor:do, it rerluiroo that

tho content of (Iota of underotandinc be reflected fainfitlly tv

tho form of mthrmtical oxproonino. The minor promise contain()

our inveroo insidits it donios ediffe moo in innicht that corrop..

ponde. to tin diMpronco of an inertial tranoformation; in other

word°, it sonorts for the uhole of phynicn the defect of int!711i-

cibility in constftnt velocity that Marton (Inserted for mochanice

LIPa hio f1.rt lav of motion. The conclusion, finally, io true it

the prOmimons aro true bit, whlle the 	 or pronto° nay be recorded

ao a aore-mothodcao[ical rub, tho ainor :Tanis() in an aosortiOn 

e	
0 )
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of ompirical acionco and canto ontablinhed only throueti tho

netliod of hypothooin and verification.

In conclunian, lot uo recall a point alroady non..

tionod. An invoroo inoleat flea Ito onproosion only in somo conr

comitant pooltive context. Botha dofoct of intollicibility in
oonotant
nontnut volocity ban boon formUlated In a vflolo nories of difforont

contento. In tbn contomt of Montle phil000Ety Zonoto paradonot 9-01-

to a doninl of the fact of notion. In the oontont of his

phil000ptly of bathe Arlototlo yronouncod notion roal yet rocardod

it nn an an incomploto ontity, rn Infra-catoeorial object. In'tho

• context of mathematical nochanIco nouton acoortod a principle of

incrtia. In UK) contont of Clerk-nanyoll'o oi7luatino for tho

olectronaenstic field Lorentz utortola cant the condition° unaor

tho equatior:o would remain invariant undor inertial trans-

formations, Fitzcerald mtplalnola Lonntzt* (meow by oupposinc

that bon/on contracted alone tho direction of notion, Einatoin
6,4

found axiimete 
0
eenoral =planation In problomo of synchronization

and ralood the inouo to tho ractbodolocical loyal of tho trano-

formation nt proportion of the nathomtical oxpronolon of physical

principlon and laws, final:4 aratovoki nyotcnatizod Einotoinso

pooition by introduclac the fox-dimensional manifold. No doubt,

it wotild bo a niotalte to oupp000 that tho ammo invorso inoieht

wao oporativo from Zono to Special 17elativity. But throuchout

tore lo a donlal of Latollicibility to local motion and, whlle

the oucconolvo contmtn differ notably in contcnt and in value,

at leapt they point in the cane diroction and they inuotrato

the 0,(endonco of invaroo insicbt on concomitant diroct innid4t01#

0	 0
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If inv7roo i.naiChto are relatively rare, they. ere

far from being uniorortant. Not only do they Qlininato taiotuii.on

querstio n4 but also they csn^.m recilarly to be connoct^d rr9.th idoao

or pr1i3cip3ot! or ' iac! thodo or tCchniouoa of nlilto oRCoFtionĀl Dlanl.—

ficanc®. From the odat,ioa of tho mathematical continuum Uhroech

tho notiona of corrol.ation and limit thoro (wizen the brilliance

of continuous fctnctiona and of the 2nf3.:.t1.tQOiraal calr.uleuo. 3irallarl3

tho l.acl: of intollieibll."ty in constant velocity in linftQd nith

aciont ific aehievenento of the āirat ordor: the principle of inortia
raaclo it pooniblo to conceive dynmnica not an a theory of motiono

but an an onorraoualy more compact and moro powerful theory of .

aocol.erati.ono; and the invariance of physical nrincipl.oa and lave

under inertial tranofoxr.iationo not only ia an n3ctronoly neat idea

but also bankopt revoal.ing i.ta S'r»itfuln4no for ~ha pant fifty yo©r®

To onions thin ©icnifico,nco, then, lot no introduco

the notion of an a ►al:ir?cal reoic'luo that 1) comoi.ato it3 poaitivo
empirical data, 2) 2n to be denied any i.mamnont iratoll icih9,:lity of

ito ova, and 3) in connected uLA with now compensating hichcr

int©l.1.?,citsility of 4tWdOlmik notable i;ua,ortanco. In clarification

of the firot characteristic one may note that, innnmslch an a vacuUn

is merely an abaonce of data, it cannot be part of the empirical

rooidno. In clarification of theoeQond it in to bo roruorahorod

that a denial , of immanent into l l icibi l ity in not a denial of

experience or doocription. Not only are el.etaento in the empirical

raoidno ci.VCSn ponitively but also thoy are pointed ont o coI°lcoivod,

named, canoiclorod, dincct^aod, and affirmed or denied. But though

they are no loon civcsn than color or nound or heat, ttaouch ttuey

may To t' ioru;ht about no loon accurately and ttuxt7ed about no boa

fluently, otill thny aro not objocto of any direct inoight and oo

they cannot be oxplainod by traneverflo wavcra  or 1onr.nita>dinal. omvren .. .: ,:

,^---
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or molocr4ar motion or any other theoretical eonntruct that micht

bohthoucht more apponito. Finally, in clarification of the third

charactorintic it ID to bo noted that inverse innidht and the

empirical reniuct are not (met correlatives. For involve, innicht

tlan not characterized by a connectin with idoan, principles,
or

methodn„tochniquen of oxcetionnl nicnificance. A('ain, the onpiricaL

roniduo hnn net been charactorized by the npontaneity of the

quontions for intollilince that aro to ho met by a donial of

Thin differenco not only maims tho empirical residue

a broador catecory than invorne innidht but ale* renders a dip-.

cuseion of it more diffienito For a croat part of the diffiollAy

in discoverinc the farther ponitive 41 aspects of oxperionce that

are to ho denied intollidibllity in that no one nupposes than to

poem= intelli(ibility.

Thus, particular place° and particular times pertain

to the ompirical renlauo. They arc rotative anpects 	 exrerionto.

each =fora from evlry other. But becaume no one over mkt why

one place in not another or why one tine in not another, poop/0 are

apt to be puzzled vhen the ri,nonti,m is put, to imacino that cone-

tit c different from ouch obvious foolintaneso munt be meant, and

to cmperience a variety of fictitionn difficulties before arrivine

at the simple concluolon that 1) particular places and particular

Union differ an a matter A' fact and 2) there in no imanent

1icibi2ity to be crasped by direct inni8ht into that fact.

For omplo, one will becin by sayinc that obvioutay

the position, A, differs from the position, De because of the die- .

tame°, AD, that tseparateo them. Mit talx three ermidictamt

pomitions, A, 13, C. My are the distance°, NB, BC, CA., different?

One woled be in a vicious circle if one doubled  badk and explminad

0
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tho difforenco of tho diotances by tho differonce of tho positions..

Ono cannot nay that tho dintancon diffor in loncth for thoy are

oqual in loncth. Mit ono may my that tho dintnncon differ because

tho diroctIonn diffor/ Still, why do the directior4a diffor2 And

why arc ontaal and pvrallol diotancon difforont dintancon? Now,

pethapn, it will bo lirrA that tro aro going too Car, that none ottr,..

differonce muot 	 acknovlodr.od no primitivo„ thnt everything cannot

bo enplaincd. Nito no, but them in a corollary to bn a21od4 For

what io primitivo in not tho contont of nono prinitivo innicht but

tho content of nomo pri7litive oxporionco to w:Iich no inniEht corm.

pond°. !lop° it tho contont of now primitivo'innieht, noro would

not bo the connpicuouo ahnonco of a clean-hooded =planation,. But

boat= the difforonco of particular rancor) and the difforence of

particular timon are rivan pplor to any eueotioning and prior to

any innicht„ boom= thono given difforoncoo cannot be mntchod

by any innifhtn that enplatnwhy placon differ and timon tsdiffer,

thoro han to bo introducoa the catocory of the empirical reniduo.

novrovor, one nay not ourronelor yet. For particular

plaoon and particular tine° can be unitod by roferonco frames); the

frano° can bo omployed to diotincich and donicnato ovory Otte° and

ovory tint); and. ovidantly ouch conotructiono aro ominontly intol-

licomt and talrAnoWt ominontly intolligtblo. floc', no doubt,

roferonco frames are o'oectn of direct innicht„ but what in graoped

by that innirht in an ondoring of differoncoo that arc not explained

by tnn ardor but morely nrocupponed. So it lc that difforont

coometrion rranred by diffr.Tent innitthtn offer differont

giblo orders for the differenco° in placo or time that all equally

proouppono and, qu:;.to corroctly, none attempt to oxplain.

5f O.-	 Vunc--iivm"rtlisr---6,-64peet\tio-the-faattoit.-----Begittuatu

pp:VW-earn '1,?,rtic4,11mrs_placiero" 'and- partimlar 	 (Zitri5oonent--"no
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latttlhere is a further aspect to the matter.

Because articular places and particular times possess no

immanenA ntelligibility of their own, they cannot involve any

modification of the intelligibility of anything else. It is
mere	 ;,...

not difference in place but something different at, the place')

that gives rise to different observations or different experi-

mental results in different places. Similarly, it is not mere

difference in time but something different at that time that

gives rise to different observations or different experimental

results at different times. Moreover, were that not so, every

place and every time would have its own physics, its own chemistry,'
wet

its own biology; and as a science can beworked out instantaneously

at	 mm single place, there mould be no physics, no chemistry,

and no biology. Conversely, because particular places and

particular times pertain to the empirical residue, there exists

the powerful technique of scientific collaboration; scientists

of every place and every time can pool their results in a common

fund and there is no discrimination aEainst any result merely

because of the place or merely because of the time of its origin.

Even more ftmammontal kiklAftt than scientific Collabovi

aim in scientific conoralimmtion. Whon chemists hrwe mastered

all of the olommts, thoir inctopenstana their compounds, thoy

may forcet to be Gmteful thrt they do not have to discover

different oplanatins for each of the hydrocon atoms which, it

seems, ma' -c up abolit fifty-five par cent of the matter of our

univrse. aut at least the fact that such a nyriad of explanations

in not needed is very relevant to our purpose. Tvory chemical

ol000nt and, ovory compound differs from every whr,r kind of

clement or compound and al2. the diMrancos have to be explained.

Every hydr(von atom diffore from evo'ry oth,r hydrcron atom and

no oTplemation is needed. Cloarly, wo ivy° to do with another
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aspect of the enpiricol rnolduo and, no lose clearly, thio nowt

to conplod with tho moot poworful of all ociontific techniques.

moralisation.

Howovor, thin Irmo hao boon bootod about by Milo»

oophor° over ninco the *Platoninto onplainod the univoroality of

nothenatical and ociontific tooylodoe by pootulatinc etornal tnd

Lanutablo Fornn or Idoao only to find themoolvon ombarracood by

the foot that a ninclo, eternal, innutablo Ono could hardly crolind

the univoroal otatonent that one and one are two or, igyacain, that

a oinclo, eternal, innutablo tolPotantpo Trionclo would not ouffice

for thooroms an triancloo ninilor in all roopecto. So t:loro oracle,

it mond, the phll000phie '::roblon of noroly nunevical difforonoo

and, connectod with it, thoro %two boon fornulatod cocnitionol

thoorloo banod on a doctrino of abotraction. Accordlncly, wo NVO

con trained to nay oonothinc on thou) itmoo and, loot wo appow

to bo attomptinc to dilute wator, we nhall do no as briofly ao

poosiblo.

The annortion, than, of neroly nunorical diffaronta

involvoo two oaolonto. On tho thoorotical oido it to the bapith

claim that, when any not of data have boon ox _nod conplotoly,

another pot of data anilar in all roopooto would not call for

a difforont onplanntion. On tho factual oiclo it in the claim that.
explained

'bon any pot of data han boon mdainad complotoly, only an

oxhanotivo tour of inopoction could establish that thoro doeo not

oxiot another Got of data oinilor in hll roopocto.

The bade of the theoretical contention is that,

juot an the name act of tuid.orotandinc is ropoatod when the oane

not of data to approhondod a cocond tine, no also the °ono act of

undorntandinc in ropootod when one approhondo a oocond pot of data

that to oinilar to a firot in all roopocto. Thuo the phyniciat

•
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offers differont =planation° for "rod" and "blues be offora

different explanations for differont °Won of "rod", and be

nonld dincorn no now° in the relp proponal that he nhotld try to

find an many differmt =planation(' an thnro aro difforont

inntancon of exactly the name phado of exactly tho nano color.

The factual contention in mom complex. It is

not an apportion that them exint difforont clots of data cimilar

in all renpecto. It in not a denial of uninito inntarsoc,

of inntancon that WO to be explained in a mannor in which no

other inntanco in the univ(Tno in to be onplainod. It in net

even a denial thnt every individual in the univorse In a uni(lve

inntanco. On the contrary, the relevant fact lion in the mature

of the clplanationn that are applicable to our lanivoroo. It in

to the effect that all ouch =planation° are mado up of General

or univernal olemont.n and that, while thono cnneral or universal'

olomentn may be combinod in ouch a mannor that every individnal

in oxpiainnd by a differont combination of elomentc, utill such
nincular	 common

a combination in an explanation of a combination offysvirtnni

proportion and not an =planation of individuality. For if the

inavidnality of the individual were explained, it volld be

meaninclonn to nuw000 that none other individual micht be under'.

ntood In meetly the name fanhion. On the other hand, because the

individuality of the individual in not onplainod, it in only an

oxhallotive tour of lappoction that can nettlo Yftothor or not

there =into another individual cimilar in all renrocts. among

oven if them wore reached. a °incl.() noarrollenavo theory of avolup-

tion that onplainod and explained difforontly every inntanoe of

life on thin planet, ntill in otrict loci° we amid have to

inorect all otirr planotc boforo we cold be abooluto4 certain

that in fact there did not oxint anothor Inntaneo of ovolUtion

..-•-••••nn•n•••:,     
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.nimilNr in all renpecto.

In briofs individualo diffor, but tho ultimate

difforonco in onr universo in a, nattor Of fact to which thole

corroppondo nothim to bo Granpod by alma inoicht. noroovort

am ociontific collaboration rooto on tho ompirically ronidual

differonbo of particular placoo ana of Tarticular tines, oo

scientific Generalization rooto an tho pinvanpiricaI4 residual

difforonco botwoo'n individual° of tho oano clam. Junt whot the

lovont clam in, bac to bl dincovorm2 by ociontific advanco in

direct lnoicht. EVon If it ohould prove tat in none Deno°

t'aoro are an nanyclannoo an indiiidnals, otill no cma Mow at

onco that that nonno in not that the individuality of individual°

io undorotood but nrInoly thattaktontl..oinculr,r combinations of

univnroal oNplamtory clononts may bo cot in corroopondonco with

ninGular conbinationn of common proportion or anpoctn in oach

individual.' Forth° conont cmlopod In innicht can bo onbodiod

no loop in inacinction than in ammo; and whothor tharo in noro

than ono it-Iota= in corm, can bo nottled only te an empirical

tour of inopootionf

Lmtor wo °hall diroct attontion to furthor aopoots

of the onpiricn1 molaue, for thoro oxioto a ntatiotical nothod

that roots on the erapirically manual charactor of coincidontal
••••

aceroGatoo of ovonto, ann thoro in a dialectical mothod that

in nocoonitatod by tho lack of r_ntolligibillty in mane° unintolp

licpnt opiniono, cholcon, and conduct. Jut porhapo onouch hao boon

(mid for tho Gonaral notion to to clear, and no we turn to the

allied topic of albótraction.

Proporly, thong obi:traction in not a mattor of

approhendinG a maniblo or inacinativo Gootalt; it to not a

mattor of omploylac comlon nanoo Snot no it in not a nattor-14
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uninc other tools; finally, it in not cavon a ar.ttar of atC®ndin6

to ono (- ttention at a t1r`!o and, rmarnritllo, hOldinc other clueatinno

in ab4ynnco. Properly, to abntrnct In to cramp tho omcantial and

to dioro{•,ar(I tho Incidental, to doe that in aicxtiflcnnt and Bed,

bet aai,(lo tho irrelevant, to rococni2o the important ac important

and the negiigiblo an n4gli6iblo. iioroovor, when it no culled that

in ooaon4inl or oirnificant or important and what to irtci(lont4l,

irrolovant, :teclicibl©, the annmr runt bo twofold. For abstraction

in the nol.oct9.vity of intelligence, and Itteit4ggir intolligonce

may be corani0orod either in none rivcan ©tar,o of dovoloiaent or

at the torn of dov^lomont whom ooro oQior►eo or group of sciences
tann boon. r.uan torod co^L}lotcrly,

Hence, relative to any givon inctirht or cluster  of

inaschta, tho onoontinl., axrnif?cant, important oonaiata 1) in the

act of anp CICto in the data necoF3tlary for the occurrence of tho

inaicht or inn iChta or . 2 ) in the not of related concop va nocoonary

for theoxlaraacioil of the 111041. inoirht or inoiilatc. On the other_.-

h..nnd, the Incidental, irrr.? ovant, nogligiblo corsoiato 1) in other

concomitant napocto of the data that do not fall under the innirlat

or iEaairhta or 2) in tho oot of concopto that corrcw ord to the

rorol.y concomitant aapacto of trio data. llrain, relative to the

full dovolo^.^eaant of a ocionco or group of allied oci.oncs©, the
1)

onQOnūial., fJi(;sai.fic^_3t, inroS''ZL1r3t connintA în the noj;aOQtt3 of the

data  that arcnecQOnary for the occurrence of all inttirita in the

appropriate ranro or 2) in the oat of related concQpto that. express

all the innichto of the nci^nco or aCi.olri000• On the othor hand,

the incidental, irrelevant, necli€;ibl.o contacts in the anpirical

ronidun that, nincQ it pocoonnon no Immanent intol.liribility of 110

Own, in loft over without onpl.anation oven when a ocione® or Group   

O
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o ocioneon ranchos Atli dovelopment.

Finally, to conclndo thin charter on the Elements

Of Inflict-A, lot un• indicate briefly That to eosontial, oicnificants

important in Ito contontn and, on the oth^r harA, what is incidental,

irrelevant* nocliciblo. Ilhat alone in eosIontial in inoicht into

inalcht. Hone°, the incidontal includon 1) the rarticular innichts
$

chonen an oxamplos, 2) the formulation of the inoichto, and 3)

the ima(joo evolized by the foronCation. It follown that for the

ntory of .Archiroodos the reader will profitably oubotituto none loco

ronoundinz yet more helpful oxperionce of h'Io own. Inotoad of tho

dofinition of the circa° ho can ta17o any other intaricontly por-

formed act of: a,-lininc, and ask tflly the mrforrartnce lo, not cafe*

not accnrato, not the accepted terninoloc-, but a creative ntrolto

of innicht. Inotoad of the tranr3ition from elementar7 nritinetic

to oloraontary alcebra one may rrvietr the procono from Euolidoan

to Riemannian. coornotry• Inotoad of an1.7inc-, why ourdn are surds,

one can ant why tranocondontal nunlyvn are tranneendontal.

Similarly, one can art whether the principle of inertia implie0

t7Int tioirtonlo lawn are invariant under inertial tranoformations,

what inopirod Lorontz to ouppono that the eloctromacnetio equations

bo invariant under inertial trarinformationn, -nether an

invorno inalcht accoTlnto for the basic pootalato of General

Rolativity, whether the diff"rencos of :::artictalar pianos or pn.rti-

c.nlar timoo are the nano aorrot of the empirical ronlano an trio

differoncon of. completely oimilar hydrocen atom°. For juot as

in any anblect .ono comoo to motor the ecoontia,lo by varying the

inctlentalo, no one ranchos familiarity with the notion of innicht

ino(11.fy.Inc: the illustrations and cliecovering for oneoolf and in

one ID own, tom.° the point thrtt another attempts to rut in terms

he happono to thln17,*will convoy the Ulm to a kifeakit. probably

neni-onlotent averoco reader.

C 0
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